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COMMUNICATIONS IN THE BALKANS. 265
mind that the Allied Powers will have to adopt rigorous protective financial
and economic measures against the Central Empires, I think we may at any
rate look forward to the shorter line having a fair trial.

What has been said about the divisions between the Balkan peoples is only
too true, I was very glad to hear the citation of Mazzini by your President,
which is one of many testimonies to the recognition on the part of some of the
best Italian statesmen and poets of the great principle of NationaUty on the

eastern as well as the western shores of the Adriatic.

There is one final observation that I should like to add* I have so often

heard it said, " Oh, what is wanted, to satisfy the national aspirations of Serbia,

is to give her a passage way to the Adriatic." I hope what has been said this
evening is sufficient to show you that, in any real sense of the word, Serbia is
already on the Adriatic, and that the proposal is about as inept as if the snggestion had been made at the time ofthe Italian struggle for unity that Piedmont

should be given a "corridor" strip through Lombardy or Venetia to the
Adriatic ! Dalmatia and the Croat and Slovene lands are as much an integral
part of Serbia Irredenta as Lombardy and Venice of Italy.

COMMUNICATIONS IN THE BALKANS.
H. Charles Woods.

Read at the Meeting of the Society\ 7 February 1915. Mafcp. 320.

MYsemi-geographical
object in this paperproblems
is to examine
a few
of influenced
the geographical
which
have
and and
do
influence the situation in the Balkan Peninsula, and in particular to
enumerate some of the more important lines of communication which of

necessity govern the operations in that area. In so doing I propose to
consider that the Peninsula is bounded on the north by a line roughly
drawn from the port of Constanja on the Black Sea to Pola on the

Adriatic, or, practically speaking, by the line of 450 N. lat. This

being so, we have to consider the communications in Serbia, Bulgaria,
Turkey, Bosnia and Hercegovina, Montenegro, Albania and Greece?

countries which all lie to the south of the Danube and of the Sava which

flows into that river at Belgrade, in addition to those of the southern part
of Rumania, to which only the briefest reference will be made.

The greater part of the Peninsula is mountainous, but with few
exceptions the mountains form chaotic masses rather than regular ranges
The two great chains, or so-called chains, are the Balkan Range and the

Rhodope Balkans. Passing over the Balkan Range, concerning which no
details need be given here, it may be well to remind my readers that the
Rhodopes used approximately to form a good part of the frontier between
Bulgaria and Turkey, and they still constitute a natural barrier between

what may be called Old Bulgaria and that area which lies between this
range and the JEgean?an area the eastern part of which was annexed by
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the Government of King Ferdinand as a result of the two Balkan wars.
Partly as a result of a generally very confused mountain system the rivers

run from various points in unexpected directions. Streams which one
would think should flow east turn suddenly north or west, or vice versd.
Thus the great Maritsa which rises on the Musa Alla group of peaks after

flowing eastward across the great plain of Eastern Rumelia, instead of
continuing its course towards the Black Sea, turns suddenly southwards
at Adrianople and empties its vast volume of water into the ^Egean near
the port of Dede Agach. Again, the Vardar and the Morava, the former
emptying itself into the Gulf of Salonika and the latter into the Danube,
respectively run down valleys the common summit of which may be said
to be near Uskub.

The Balkan Peninsula is essentially the meeting-place of East with
West. Whilst after the wars of 1912 and 1913 the European Dominions
of the Sultan were reduced in size from 65,350 square miles to 10,882
square miles, so large a part of the whole Peninsula belonged to Turkey
until comparatively recent times that almost the whole area still shows

signs of Ottoman misrule. This partly accounts for the extraordinary
surprises by which the traveller is met in various parts of the Peninsula.
In places the whole country appears to be perfectly European. In others
the traveller passes for miles across bare country, the soil of which is of

a brown-red colour?country which almost reminds one of the veldt of
South Africa. Again, as one wends his way by road or path through the
Balkans, and particularly through Turkey, one finds that places which
from the map would appear to be centres of importance are made up of
only a few houses located in the valley or halfway up some forbidding

hillside. Thus the prevailing impression left upon one's mind is that
Turkish misrule has been responsible for the creation of a state of rack
and ruin and for the existence of conditions which can only be improved
when a long period of peace has enabled the Balkan States as a whole to
introduce those reforms and that good government which has existed in
Bulgaria since her .liberation in the year 1878.
In this connection'. t has always been interesting to note the enormous
differences which become markedly apparent as soon as one leaves Turkey

and enters Bulgaria. The Bulgarian road is not only well laid out but it
is maintained in a good state of repair. Carriages may trot along without

jolting the traveller much more than would be the case on an English
country road. The fields are well cultivated. The ground, which much
resembles heavy rich English soil, is made the best use of. Animals of
all kinds are contentedly grazing in the pastures, instead of, as in Turkey,

being allowed to wander in all directions, thereby tramping down the
standing corn or crossing the newly ploughed fallows. Hay and corn
crops are carefully collected in small, round thatched ricks. The forests
are systematically cut and trees are planted in place of those removed for

sale or everyday use. (For Bulgarian Peasants, see Plate VIII.)
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The Near East is therefore a land of contrasts. Although we have
some of the monotonous scenery to which I have already referred, we also

come upon the unexpected in the opposite direction. For instance, the
magnificent land-locked Bocche di Cattaro is a gem of beauty, the like
of which it would be difficult, if not impossible, to surpass in Europe.
Again, there are places such as Sofia or Sarajevo where civilization has
advanced by leaps and bounds. The capital of Bulgaria, in 1878 little
more than a collection of mud huts, is now a prosperous modern city.
Equally, whilst the Austrians may not have given political satisfaction to
the Slav population of Bosnia they have undoubtedly made of its capital

a city in which picturesque beauty is combined with modern comfort.
Composed partly of modern and partly of Turkish houses and nestled on
both sides of the narrow valley of the river Miljacka, Sarajevo is a place
in which East certainly meets West.
In view of the influence pf climatic conditions upon communications
no apology is needed for making a brief reference to the question of the

weather in the Balkan Peninsula. In the north and north-east of the

Peninsula the climate is largely governed by the extremely cold winds
which blow from those directions, by the considerable amount of snow
which therefore falls in many districts, and by the length and severity of
the frosts. In the^south and south-west, partly owing to the protection
given by the mountains and high table-lands, the climate is much milder

and the rain comes usually with a south or south-west wind. In many
districts there are very sudden changes in the weather, and there is a
great contrast between the temperature of the day and of the night. For
instance, at the end of October there comes an almost annual short spell
of very cold weather at Constantinople?a spell in which there are always
biting cold winds and sometimes falls of snow or sleet, From then, often

until the end of December, the days are generally brilliantly fine and
warm. Again, even in the early autumn the visitor to the interior will
find that very little exercise will make him waijm by day, whilst at night,
and even when rough shelter is available, he w^ill gladly coil up in all the
fur garments which he may be lucky enough to po^sess. Both the heavy
downpours of rain and the melting of the snows create conditions which

the traveller and the engineer have to be prepared to meet. Thus it is
no uncommon thing for routes which are perfectly passable in summer to
be completely impassable during times of rain and flood. It is this factor

which often accounts for the existence of alternative roads, used at
different seasons of the year, and it is this contingency which often leads
to mistakes in information as to the utility or inutility of various com?
munications for military purposes.
Before approaching a discussion of the actual communications in the

Peninsula, communications which make the whole area a great high-road
from East to West, I will very briefly refer to two international routes,

which if they be not actually in the Balkans themselves are certainly
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controlled by one or more of the rulers in this " Danger Zone " of Europe.
Passing over the numerous interesting facts connected with the Dardanelles

and the Bosphorus?water highways of which a great deal has been heard
of late?I will refer very briefly to the enormous importance of Europe's

second largest river. Although it is impossible without entering into
countless details to discuss its ever-varying breadth and depth, it may be

interesting to remember that at Belgrade the Danube is nearly i mile
wide, and that with certain exceptions its general width between Vienna
and the Iron Gates is from 650 to 2000 yards at low river. From the Iron
Gates, where the channel is only about 80 yards broad, the river widens

out, and throughout its course to Braila its average breadth, when the
water is low, is about half a mile. On the Upper Danube, that is on the
part above the Iron Gates, traffic is maintained by barges and by special
river steamers drawing, I believe, up to 5 or 6 feet of water. So far as one
is able to ascertain such vessels can now navigate the stretch between Vienna
and Turnu Severin at practically all times except when the river is stopped

by the presence of ice. Below Turnu Severin and between there and
Braila there are about 12 feet of water, and small sea-going vessels can
therefore pass up and down. Between Braila and the Black Sea, by way
of the Sulina branch, there is a minimum depth of about 18 feet of water.
This last-named section of the river is under the control of the Danubian
Commission.

The above details are sufficient to prove the enormous importance of
the Danube, not only as a thoroughfare for traffic but also as an obstacle

to through communication between the north and south. No bridges
span the river between P&ervdrad?a Hungarian town situated about
40 miles to the north-west of Belgrade?and Cerna Voda in Rumania,
that is for a distance of nearly 600 miles. This means that the greater
part of Rumania?a country the communications in which cannot really

be considered as part of those in the Peninsula?is separated from the
Balkan States by a natural barrier, the width of which is in many places
much greater than that of either the Bosphorus or the Dardanelles. Thus
whilst eight more or less independent Rumanian railways run down to
the northern bank of the Danube at seven different places, and whilst six
Bulgarian lines approach its southern bank near five different towns, con?
nection between these Rumanian and Bulgarian termini, which are for the
most part situated almost opposite to one another, is maintained solely by
ferry boats which do not carry trains. Indeed, the only route by which
the railway systems of the two countries are actually connected is by way
of a new line through the Dobrogea, a line which I shall discuss later on
in this paper.

Cerna Voda is on the main line from Bucharest to Constanja, and

therefore upon the route which in peace time is followed by the Oriental

Express upon certain days in the week. Here a great viaduct, or more
correctly, a series of viaducts, cross the river and the lower ground and
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marshes which border upon it. In addition to the supplementary sections,
which have a length of nearly 2 miles, the bridge over the river alone is

not only more than 800 yards long but the roadway is 100 feet above
the level of the water. Built by Rumanian engineers at a cost of about
^1,400,000, and opened in September 1895, it constitutes a possession of
which the Rumanians may be justly proud. Indeed, its existence, as also
that of the port of Constan^a, which is now one of the most important on
the Black Sea, are the fundamental causes for which the Rumanians desired
to secure a properly defensible frontier on the south of the Dobrogea, and
therefore one of the most important reasons for which they insisted upon
the acquisition of the areas they obtained during and as a result of the
two Balkan wars.

The international status of the Danube depends upon various treaties

and arrangements which date back as far as 1814 and 1815. In the
former year, and by the Treaty of Paris, it was arranged that the navigation of the Rhine should be free and that it should not be prohibited by

any one. In 1815 the Congress of Vienna confirmed this arrangement.
In 1856, and by the Treaty of Paris, it was agreed that the Danube, the
navigation upon which up till that time had been regulated by a Treaty

between Austria and Russia, should be placed under the same rules as
those which had already been made for international water highways which
traverse more than one state.

This brings us to a point at which it is necessary to consider under
more or less separate headings the work which has been and still is carried

out by the Danubian Commission, and the larger political position of the

Danube. This international Commission which was instituted by the

Treaty of Paris of 1856, was created with the special-object of executing
the works necessary to put the lower part of the river and its mouths into

the .best possible state for navigation. Its powers have been prolonged
by various periods, and in 1878, and by the Treaty of Berlin, a Rumanian

delegate was added; at the same time the work of the Commission was
extended from Isaccea east of Gala^i as far as the latter town itself. Its
jurisdiction having been again prolonged in the year 1883 as far as Br&ila,
the Commission has continued to exist since 1904 under a three-years'agreement made by the Treaty of London signed in 1883.
The Commission is possessed of extra-territorial powers and it is not
in any way under the control of the Rumanian Government. It has the
right to levy tolls, to carry out public works, and to institute regulations
for the navigation on the part of the river which it controls. All members
and employees, besides its works and its establishments, and particularly
those at Sulina, are to be considered neutral, and in case of war they are

to be equally respected by all the belligerents. The Commission has its
own flag and badge and it holds general meetings and committees in
order to carry out the necessary regulations for river traffic.

It is only possible here very briefly to consider the larger political
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status of the Danube, that is the status of the river from its mouth as far

as the Iron Gates. By the Treaty of Berlin it was determined that all the

fortifications on the river between its mouth and the Iron Gates should

be razed and that no new ones should be created. At the same time it

was settled that 110 vessel of war, with the exception of those light ones in
the service of the river police and of the " Stationnaires " of the Powers,

which were to be allowred to ascend as far as Galaji, should navigate this

stretch of the river. These regulations, and especially those connected
with the presence of war vessels, have not been carried out to their letter,

for Rumania certainly possesses river monitors which can hardly be
necessary for police work.

Many of the numerous international arrangements connected with the

Danube might be interpreted in one way by international lawyers and in
quite another by belligerents or neutrals desirous of favouring their own
point of view. Sufficient, therefore, be it to say that as no riverian State
possesses the right of searching ships which do not stop in her ports, and

as no ships of war may legally navigate the river, there are undecided
problems connected with such questions as the freedom of the Danube
" in respect to commerce," as to the definition of the term " vessel of war,"
and as to the possible difference in status between the entirely Rumanian

and the joint Rumanian and Serbo-Bulgarian (now Austro-German
Bulgarian) sections. In war these questions will and can only be decided
according to the circumstances of the moment and to the power which
any particular party possesses to support its own point of view.

Partly owing to the great difference between the amount of water in
most of the rivers after the melting of the snows and after the dry season,
and partly owing to the lack of public works, the rivers of the Balkan

Peninsula, except the Danube, the Sava and the Bojana, are not systema?
tically navigated. I have already referred to the importance of the Danube,
and that of the Sava was recently explained to the Society by Sir Arthur

Evans. The Bojana, which constitutes an outlet for Lake Scutari, flows
into the Adriatic between the towns of Dulcigno and San Giovanni di
Medua. In its lower course it forms the boundary of Montenegro and
Albania. When the river is full, and when there is enough water to get

over the bar at its mouth, it is navigable for small vessels as far as

Oboti. Thence to the port of Scutari there is only sufficient water for
small stern-wheeled vessels or for boats whose owners make their livelihoods by conveying passengers from lake and river vessels to the quay.
Small barges or flat-bottomed boats may be seen drifting down the lower
reaches of the Maritsa, and the rivers of the Ithodope Balkans are utilized
for floating logs and trees to the plain which skirts the Mge&n Sea; but
the rivers have not really been used for the furtherance of trade, Conse?

quently, as good roads are comparatively rare, the great bulk of trade
follows the lines of railway, the construction of which has been influenced
more largely by military and political than by economic reasons.
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Although Turkey now forms but a very small part of the Balkan
Peninsula, the question of the existing communications in the whole area
under discussion has been largely influenced by the attitude of the Ottoman
Government. For years much of the politics of the Near East has turned
upon railroad questions, and therefore, whilst considerable parts of the
Peninsula had already passed out of Turkish hands before the construction
of railways was practicable in such an area, yet up to the time of the Balkan

wars the geographical distribution of the European dominions of the
Sultan was such as to give the Ottoman Government the deciding voice
as to the construction of numerous lines leading through Turkey to the

sea-coast. The building of roads and railways would have carried with
it economical as well as political advantages to the State, but their con?

struction was opposed alike by Abdul Hamid and by the Young Turks.
This opposition was sometimes due to internal political reasons, and
sometimes it resulted from the existence of rival schemes supported by
different Governments, or by concession hunters who were directly or

indirectly interested in them. Again, as large numbers of railways in
Turkey were built under a kilometric guarantee from the Government?
a guarantee which assured the company in question a fixed gross income
every year?it is well known that the Turkish authorities agreed to what

was often a most extravagant sum, but only when the line in question
was required for some strategical purpose, or when its construction was
forced upon the Sublime Porte by some more than usually active diplomatic
representative at Constantinople.

One result of this inadequate provision of railways is that the Near
East has always been but little understood by those who have only been

able to pass hurriedly through it, and that once off the beaten track,
many parts of the Balkan Peninsula are stranger to the ordinary Englisfiman than are the wilds of Central Africa. Indeed the methods of travel

are so diverse that whilst in peace time Constantinople can be reached
in the luxurious Oriental Express, once off the great international route,
but whilst still within a few days from London, he might almost as well

be in the heart of some unexplored continent. Thus to approach the
Peninsula of Gallipoli by land, or to get into the heart of Macedonia, he
must rely upon some fourth-rate carriage, whilst to penetrate the rocky
valleys of Albania he is compelled to content himself with a pack-horse,
a mule, or even a donkey. Again, arrived in the interior accommodation,
which is distinctly primitive even in many of the larger Balkan towns,
must either be provided by the transportation of camping arrangements
or sought in buildings so dirty and so unpleasant that it is much easier to
pass the night than actually to sleep.
I will now proceed to a more detailed description of the actual routes

which exist or the construction of which is in progress or proposed.
With only a few exceptions I shall say but little in regard to roads,

because for the most part they follow the general lines of, or act as feeders
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to, railways. Moreover, in modern days the movement of large armies?
and, after ali, to-day we are all thinking of armies?are so influenced by
the necessity for the transportation of heavy guns and of vast quantities of
munitions and of supplies, that these armies are usually compelled to take

the lines of least resistance and to follow railway routes. In order to
make my remarks as brief and as clear as possible I have divided them
into three distinct sections.

1. An account of what may be called the main lines of railway in the
Peninsula.

2. A summary of the more important secondary lines?a summary in

which those lines are grouped as far as possible in accordance with the
countries through which they run.
3. An outline of various routes which are not followed by railways and

a brief explanation of some of the lines the construction of which has often

been proposed.

By far the most important railway in the Balkan Peninsula is that
which connects Belgrade with Constantinople. It constitutes the Balkan
section of the great trunk route from West to East. Of its total length
of 659 miles, 212 miles are in Serbia, 271 miles are in Bulgaria, and the
remaining 176 miles are still in the Ottoman Empire. The line, which
has no kilometric guarantee, was built during the period between 1869
and 1888, when it was opened to through traffic. In the former year
Baron Hirsch obtained a concession to construct certain railways in
Turkey. Amongst other important lines contracted for under that arrange?

ment was one to pass through, or more correctiy near to, Adrianople,
and to connect Constantinople with the north-western frontier of what

was then Eastern Rumelia. This line was opened to traffic about the
year 1872. The original Bulgarian section, that is the stretch extending
from the above-mentioned frontier to Tsaribrod, and the Serbian section,
namely the length from Tsaribrod to Belgrade, were built as a result of

several conferences which were held under Article X. of the Treaty of
Berlin. Owing to various political delays these sections were not com?
pleted until 1888. The Turkish section is still worked under an arrange?
ment by which Baron Hirsch entered into a formal agreement with the
Sublime Porte, and under which he formed a company or syndicate, now

called the Oriental Railway Company, to exploit the line on behalf of
the Ottoman Government. The Bulgarian part, which now includes the
whole section between Kuleli Burgas and Tsaribrod, and the Serbian part
extending from there to Belgrade, are worked by the State railways of the
respective countries. In peace time this route is followed by the Oriental
Express, and through communication is maintained by at least one daily

passenger train in each direction?a train which has become familiarly
known as the " Conventionnel," probably because its existence depends
upon a Convention originally signed by Austria, Serbia, Bulgaria, and
Turkey.
T
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After crossing the Sava by an iron bridge, the length of which is
over 400 yards at Belgrade, which lies at the junction of that river
with the Danube, the line runs for 56 miles through hilly country to
Veliko Plana. On this section, and near a place called Ripany, situated
about 15 miles to the south of Belgrade, there is a tunnel about ij miles

long. From Veliko Plana and for a distance of some 95 miles the line
follows the line of the Morava Valley to Nish, whence it turns in a more

easterly direction and hugs the bank of the Nishava until it has passed
the Serbo-Bulgarian frontier. After crossing the Sofia plateau the line
enters the valley of the great Maritsa, not by Trajan's Gate, but by a pass

situated just to the south-west of it. Thence it traverses the plain of
Eastern Rumelia, flanked on the north by the Balkan Range and on the
south by the Rhodopes, until, after leaving Bulgarian territory at Kuleli
Burgas, it enters the valley of the Ergene, by which it continues its everwinding way until it reaches the north-western end of what is known as
the Peninsula of Constantinople. After passing through the Chatalja Lines
and the ancient walls of the Ottoman capital it finally arrives at its terminus
on the south-western side of the Golden Horn.

Second only in significance to this line, and perhaps even destined
now to play a more important rble, is the railway which connects Nish with

Salonika. The length of this line is 278 miles. The northern section,
that is the section from Nish to Raistovats, was built by the Serbians and

opened in the year 1888. Its length is 70 miles. The remaining 208
miles were constructed for the Ottoman Government by Baron Hirsch,

the greater part being opened in 1872. The Turkish section, which had
no kilometric guarantee, was worked by the Oriental Railway Company

until the Balkan wars of 1912-1913. As a result of these wars the
Serbians secured, and subsequently took over the working of, the line
between Raistovats and Gevgeli?a section which has a length of just over
150 miles. The remainder of this line, that is the part between Gevgeli
and Salonika, has been in Greek territory since these wars, but the Hellenic
section continued to be worked by the Oriental Railway Company until
after the order for Greek mobilization issued at the end of September 1915,
when it was taken over by the Government. (For Salonika, see Plate I.)'

Following the valleys of the Vardar and the Morava this line takes
the great high-road from north to south across the Balkan Peninsula. If
seriously improved or rebuilt, and if better harbour facilities were available
at Salonika, this line would constitute the shortest and the most direct route

from Europe to Egypt, India, and the Far East. Since the outbreak of
the war, as at the present moment, it has been and is important partly
because it was by way of it that Serbia has been effectively able to communicate with the sea. But as it runs more or less parallel to the Bulgarian
frontier, and as it passes through one or more narrow gorges it was easy
of attack by the army of that country which secured possession of consider?
able sections directly after the Bulgarian entry into the arena of the war.
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THE ARCH OF GALERIUS AT SALONIKA.
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A STREET IN MONASTIR.
Plate II.

Reproduced by courtesy of J. N. Heathcote.
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A TRAIN AT VIRPAZAR.

SQUTARI HARBOUR.
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There remains one other railway of very considerable importance. It
leaves the main Belgrade-Constantinople route at Kuleli Burgas, a junction
situated on the right bank of the river Maritsa, and lying at a distance of

about 18 miles to the south of Adrianople, This line forms the connecting link between the Constantinople-Adrianople Railway and Salonika.
The first section?that part between Kuleli Burgas and Dede Agaeh, which

runs down the valley of the Maritsa?was originally constructed and
worked with and by the Oriental railways. Its length is approximately
60 miles. The second section, that is the part between Dede Agach and
Salonika, was built and exploited up to the time of the Balkan wars
by a French company. With a very large kilometric guarantee?the
highest guarantee ever given for a railway built on this system?this
line, including two short branches, has a length of about 265 miles. Of
these some 90 miles are now in Bulgaria and the remainder is in Greece.

The main line from Dede Agach to Salonika runs practically parallel to
and at an average distance of some 15 miles from the JEgean coast, and it
traverses the plain which lies between that coast and the Rhodope Balkans.

Passing Gumuljina in Bulgaria and Drama, Seres and Demirhisar in
Greece, it approaches within a distance of about 20 miles of Kavalla, but
it touches the sea-coast only at Dede Agach and near Porto Lagos. As the

geographical position of this railway may soon become one of extreme
importance it is advtsable to remember that a loop or branch line connects

the Maritsa Valley Railway with the line to Salonika without passing
through Dede Agach, and that big ships cannot enter the arm of the sea

which lies to the north of Porto Lagos. The loop at Dede Agach has its
strategical significance, for instead of absolutely approaching the coast, it

follows a route which lies behind the hills and at a distance of nearly
9 miles from the shore.
As a result of the Balkan wars the ownership and the working of the

Bulgarian sections of these railways?parts which were at once seized by

the Bulgarian Government?became most unsatisfactory, This was the
case because the only means of railway communication between the main
part of Bulgaria and the Bulgarian port of Dede Agach was by way of a

line considerable parts of which were in Ottoman territory. In other
words, as the Turks owned the railway between a point situated just to the

south-east of Mustafa Pasha and Mandra, lying to the south-west of
Demotika, this line could only be used by the Bulgarians on the strength
of an arrangement made by them with Turkey after the second Balkan

war. Whilst in peace it was open to countless disadvantages, in war it
was possessed of complications, the nature of which it is impossible to
exaggerate, It was for this reason that the Germans preeeded their
military action in the Balkans by paving the diplomatic way at Con?
stantinople, and in particular by compelling the Turks to agree to the
recent Turco-Bulgarian Convention, by which the formerly Ottoman areas
situated on the west, or right banks, of the rivers Tundza and Maritsa,
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were handed over to Bulgaria. As a result of this arrangement the
Bulgarians secured possession of the whole line from Mustafa Pasha to
Dede Agach, and they are therefore now the owners of the railway from
the former place as far as Okjilar on the Dede Agach-Salonika line. The
Greeks on their part are the owners of the section?170 miles in length?
from Okjilar to Salonika. As in the cases of other railways running
through now Hellenic territory, this line was worked under the old
arrangements until it was taken over by the Greek Government after the
promulgation of the recent order for mobilization.

Although it is not strictly speaking a main line, its geographical
position, partly in Greece and partly in Serbia, makes it convenient here
very briefly to refer to the railway which connects Salonika with Monastir.
This railway, which has a total length of 136 miles, was opened in the year

1890. With a kilometfic guarantee of ^572 per mile, it was worked by
the Oriental Railway Company until the Balkan wars. After that the
Serbian, or northern section, the length of which is only about 15 miles,

was taken over by the Serbian Government. The remainder of the
line, administered more or less under the former arrangements until the

recent Greek mobilization, has now been taken over by the Hellenic
Government. The railway is of considerable importance, because it serves
an area of country which would otherwise be far from accessible?the pro?

posed line from Kuprulu (Veles) to Monastir running entirely through
Serbian territory was not constructed before the enemy occupation of
this area *?and because for years it has been part of the programme of
Balkan railway construction to prolong it through Albania to some point
on the Adriatic. Moreover as it runs through Gida, Verria, and Florina,
it will soon provide through communication with Athens by a line which
now connects, or soon will connect, Larisa with Gida?a line concerning
which I will give further particulars below. (For Monastir, see Plate II.)
Having thus briefly outlined the positions of the main lines of railways

in the Balkan Peninsula I will now proceed to a more detailed descrip?
tion of what may be called the internal routes, that is of routes which,
mportant as they are in themselves, do not with one exception maintain

any connection with those of a foreign country. Let me begin with
Serbia. For some years, and particularly since the annexation of Bosnia
and Hercegovina in 1908, the Serbian Government has been devoting
large sums of money to railway construction. These newr lines are of two
distinct categories?normal and narrow-gauge lines.
All the railways in Serbia, except two, really constitute branches of or

feeders to the main trunk line from Belgrade to Constantinople. I will
deal first with those which run from the main line in a more or less

westerly direction. Of these there are three. The first is a line which
leaves the eastern highway at Mladenovats and goes to Valyevo, a
* It is reported that the Germans or the Bulgarians have now built this section of
railwav.
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distance of nearly 60 miles. This line has an important branch which
connects it with Obrenovats and Zabrej on the southern bank of the Sava,

and opens up a district of Serbia hitherto not accessible by railway.
Although of the narrow gauge these lines have been and are of very con?
siderable importance, because they jut out towards and form a means of
communication with Austro-Hungarian territory. Valyevo is distant from
the frontier by only 40 miles, and it therefore lies only about 60 miles to the

east of Siminhan which is already a terminus of one of the Bosnian narrow-

gauge railways. Obrenovats, situated on the southern bank of the Sava,
was within easy reach of the Austrians, who only had to cross that river

to reach it.

Continuing along the main line we come to the branch which runs
from Lapovo to Kraguyevats, the great arsenal town of Serbia. The
length of this line, which is of the normal gauge, is only about 20 miles.

It was always intended to prolong it in a south-westerly direction to
Vitanovats; but this work has not yet been undertaken.
At Staiach, about halfway between Lapovo and Nish, a second narrowgauge railway leaves the main line to run in a westerly direction as far as

Ujitse in Western Serbia. The terminus of this line, which follows the
valley ofthe Golijska Morava, and which has a length of about 100 miles,
is situated only about 20 miles to the east of Vardiste, which is already

connected with Sarajevo by way of Vi^egrad. Upon its importance no
comment is, therefore, necessary here.
Returning to the main trunk route, and considering the railways run

from it in an easterly or north-easterly direction, we have three lines of

considerable and two of only local importance. A railway leaves the
main route at Veliko Plana and follows the valley of the Morava to
Smederevo on the Danube. The length of this line, which is of the .
normal gauge, is about 27 miles. But it has a normal-gauge branch
which connects it with a narrow-gauge railway that runs from Dubravitsa
on the Danube in a south-easterly direction to Gornyaka Klisura in NorthEastern Serbia. The length of this line, which runs more or less parallel

to but to the east of the Veliko Plana-Smederevo railway, is about
40 miles.
Four other lines leave the main line at or before it reaches Nish. As
it is by far the most important, I will consider first the normal-gauge line

which actually does, or soon will, connect Prahovo on the Danube with
Nish. This line, which is certainly open as far as Zayechar, and I think as
far as Knyajevats, if not by now to Nish, was constructed with the object

of forming part of the Serbian section of the Great Danube-Adriatic
Railway. Following the valley of the river Timok, which for a large part
of its course forms the Serbo-Bulgarian frontier, this line, which is now
open for an approximate length of about 55 miles, was very easy of attack
by the Bulgarians. The second line, running in an easterly direction from
the trunk route, is that which connects Parachin with Zayechar, a place in
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the Timok Valley to which I have just referred. Of the narrow gauge its
length is approximately 80 miles. Two other and less important branches

leave the main line, the one at Chrupriya and the other at Chichevats.
The first has an approximate length of 14 and the second of 10 miles.
They are both narrow-gauge railways.

As already stated there are only two railways in Serbia which have
no connection with the main trunk routes from Belgrade to Constantinople.

The first of these is a recently constructed line in the extreme northwestern corner of the country. With a length of about 40 miles it is a
narrow-gauge line. It connects Shabats on the Sava with Loznitsa on the

Drina. The second is that which runs through the district best known
as the Sanjak of Novipazar?that narrow tongue of formerly Turkish
territory which up to the time of the Balkan wars separated Serbia from
Montenegro. This line now forms a branch of the main route from Nish

to Salonika. Leaving that railway at Uskub it runs in a north-westerly
direction to Mitrovica and has a length of 74 miles. It was constructed
for the Ottoman Government under the arrangements made with Baron
Hirsch, and it actually formed part of the original line from Salonika, for
the section from Uskub to the then Serbian frontier was not built until
afterwards. Of the famous and long-proposed railway from Mitrovica to
the Austro-Hungarian frontier I will say more later on.
Turning to Bulgaria we have the Balkan country in which by far the
greatest amount of attention has been paid to the construction of railways

and roads. Whilst in the year 1887 there were no railways in Bulgaria
proper, only some 200 miles, constructed under the auspices of the
Turkish Government, were open to traffic in Eastern Rumelia. After the

Balkan wars, the Bulgarian State, including Eastern Rumelia, had over
1400 miles of railway open, besides several lines under construction. The
railways, which are all State owned, are well equipped and efficiently run

and managed. Indeed the visitor who takes the principal routes is so
well accommodated in sleeping cars and restaurant waggons that it is
difficult for him to believe that he is really travelling on a Balkan branch
line at all. Moreover the districts which are not yet effectively provided

with railways are well served with roads which are maintained in a state
of repair which far surpasses that of any other highways existing in the
Balkans.

Whilst some of them are so important that they can hardly be
considered as branches of the main line, it is convenient for the present

purposes to consider the railways of Bulgaria as feeders of the great
trunk route from Belgrade to Constantinople. A line runs from Sofia
up the.gorge-like valley of the Isker and then across theplains of Northern

Bulgaria to Varna on the Black Sea. This line, which has a length of
336 miles, was only opened to through traffic in the year 1899. In its
turn it has what may be called five distinct branches which approach the

Danube at five different places, opposite to most of which there are
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Rumanian railway towns from which connection is made with the interior
of that country.

(r) The line from Miezdra to Vidin, on the Danube, and opposite to
Calafat in Rumania. It possesses two branches, the one running in a
south*#esterly direction to Berkovltsa, and therefore towards the Serbian
frontier, and the other in a north-easterly direction to Lom Palanka on

the Danube. These comparatively new lines, which have a total length
of about 140 miles, have been most important of late, for they enabled

the Bulgarians rapidly to concentrate their armies for an advance into
Serbia; and the Vidin and Lom Palanka sections, like the other lines
running up to the Danube, provide a means by which men and munitions
can be conveyed from the banks of that river to the interior of Bulgaria,
and of Turkey.

(2) A line from near Plevna to Somovit, with a length of approxi?
mately 22 miles, approaches the right or southern bank of the Danube at
a point situated about halfway between the Rumanian railway towns of

Corabia and Turnu Magurele.
(3) A line from near Levski to Sistov, with a length of about 30 miles,
and opened about the year 1909, approaches the Danube at a point
situated immediately opposite to Zimnicea on the Rumanian railway
system.

(4) A line from Gorna-Orjahovica to Ruscuk, which has a length of
72 miles, is the railway by which traffic usually passes between Sofia and
Bucharest, for a through connection is made by means of a ferry service
which runs from Ruscuk to Giurgiu, the Rumanian terminus of the railway

to Bucharest. It was opened in the year 1900.
(5) A line from Kaspican to Ruscuk. With a length of about 90
miles this railway provides a means of communication between Varna
and Bucharest. It is one of the oldest railways in Bulgaria, for it forms
part of the original Ruscuk-Varna line which was opened as early as the
year 1888.

Although far too important really to be classed as a branch, it is
convenient here to study the details of the only railway (except the trunk
line passing through Belgrade) by which through communication exists

between the Balkan Peninsula and the remainder of Europe. I refer
to the Bulgarian and Rumanian lines which meet at Oborishte on the
now common Dobrogea frontier of these two countries. Part of this
railway, namely, the section from Devnja (on or near the Varna line) to
Dobric was planned and under construction as a Bulgarian line before the
Balkan wars. After those wars and only during the last few months the
Rumanians completed their section and prolonged it to Medgidia, on the

railway between Cerna Voda and Constanja. With a total length of 90

miles, about 70 of which are in Rumania, this line is now highly

important, not only from a commercial, but also from a strategic point of

view. Indeed, whilst it enables passengers and goods to be conveyed
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from Bucharest to Sofia, or vice versd, without the necessity for any
transhipment on the banks of the Danube, it also greatly facilitates a
Rumanian and a Bulgarian military concentration just within the frontier

of these countries.

The Sofia Varna line is connected with the Philippopolis-Burgas
railway, to which I will refer in detail later, by one which traverses the
Balkan Range. This line, which is obviously of the greatest importance,-

was only opened quite recently. With a length of just over 60 miles it
connects Gorna-Orjahovica in Northern Bulgaria with Stara Zagora in
Eastern Rumelia. Instead of following the line of the old road from
Turnovo to Kazanluk by way of the Sipka, it takes a more easterly
route and passes through the Trjavna Gap. By so doing a climb of
nearly 1000 feet is saved, for, whilst the altitude of the Sipka is 4378
feet, that of the Trjavna is only 3359 feet. The use of this line enables
merchandise or troops to be rapidly conveyedl by railway from Northern
to Southern Bulgaria, or vice versd, without being compelled as formerly

to pass through Sofia. As a matter of fact it played a considerable rbk
even before the entry of Bulgaria into the war, for it was by it that
munitions destined for Turkey were for the most part forwarded from the
Danube to the Ottoman frontier. On the northern side or slopes of the

Balkan Range this line possesses one branch that connects Tsarevoliviada
with Grabrovo?a branch which has a length of about 8 miles.
At Sofia and from the main trunk route a railway branches off in a
south-westerly direction, and runs by way of Radomir and Kyustendil to

Gyuveshevo absolutely on the Serbo-Bulgarian frontier. Opened by
sections this railway, the length of which is about 90 miles, was only
completed in the year 1910. It is important because of the facilities
which it gives for a military concentration in this part of Bulgaria, and

therefore for a Bulgarian advance upon Uskub, and also because it was
intended as the Bulgarian section of line finally to link Sofia with that
town and perhaps to form part of a great line from the Danube to the

Adriatic. Had the second Balkan war not occurred the Bulgarian

Government would have constructed another line from Radomir, by way
of Dupnitsa and the Struma Valley, to the shores of the iEgean.
Between Sofia and the Turco-Bulgarian frontier there are only two

railways which branch from the main line. They both run in a northeasterly direction. The first is by far the most important. It connects
Philippopolis with Burgas by way of Stara (Old) Zagora and of Nova
Zagora. With a length of about 190 miles this line was only opened to
through traffic by the construction of the section between Philippopolis
and Cirpan, after the declaration of Bulgarian independence. It has only
one short branch?that which runs to Sliven. Its length is about 12
miles. The second branch leaves the main line at Turnovo Sejmen.
This line, which has a length of about 35 miles, runs in an almost due
northerly direction to Nova Zagora, where it meets the above-described
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Philippopoiis-Burgas railway. Its importance has been considerably
decreased of late, for since the construction of the section Philippopolis-

Cirpan it no longer forms the only line connecting Burgas with the
remainder of Europe, and through traffic from Sofia to Burgas goes now
by Philippopolis and Cirpan instead of by Turnovo Sejmen.

In Turkish Thrace the means of communication are still extremely

indifferent, and this not only because of the lack of railways, but also on

account of the bad state of repair in which Turkish roads are always
maintained. Whilst the construction of several railways has been under
discussion for years the only one actually built is that which leaves the

main route at Alapie and which runs in a northerly direction to Kirk
Kilissa. With a length of about 32 miles this line was available for traffic
about the time of the outbreak of the first Balkan war. It is important

because it facilitates the means of communication between Turkey and
South-Eastern Bulgaria by shortening the distance to be covered by road.
With regard to the roads, if we ignore all minor routes, there are at

least three which lead from railways in a northerly or north-easterly
direction. The first unites Adrianople in Turkey with Jambol in Bulgaria.
The second runs in a northerly direction from Kirk Kilissa towards the
frontier. Both these were used by the Bulgarians in their advance during
the first Balkan war. There is also a road from near Chorlu to Midia on
the Black Sea.

On the south there are several roads connecting the coast of the Sea
of Marmara with the railway from Constantinople to Adrianople. Without
discussing those located in the more or less immediate neighbourhood of

the Ottoman capital, we have four so-called thoroughfares which are
worthy of mention. The first two connect Rodosto respectively with
Muradli and Baba Eski. Their importance is that they enable troops,
landed from Asia Minor at Rodosto, to be marched into the interior and
towards Adrianople. The third runs from Rodosto by way of Malgara to
Keshan where it meets the main route by which land communication is

maintained between Uzun-Keupri on the railway and the Peninsula of
Gallipoli. This last-named road, which was practically rebuilt a few years
ago, is certainly passable for all arms. Even before its completion about

the year 1910 it was feasible for vehicles to travel by it without any
danger of being stuck in the mud, and without any serious inconvenience

to their occupants. The length of this road is about 75 miles, and it
passes through Keshan, over the Kuru Dagh Hills, and thence by Kavak
and Bulair to the town of Gallipoli.
Having thus very briefly described practically all the railways existing
in the Balkan Peninsula except those in Bosnia, Hercegovina, Montenegro,.

and Greece, I will now proceed to a discussion of a few of the great
international routes which are partly or entirely devoid of railways. In
order to make the discussion the more clear I will divide it into three

main sections. They are?
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(i) Some of the possible means of advancing into the interior from the

Adriatic.

(2) The routes which lead from What may be called Old Greece into
the area united to that country after the Balkan wars.
(3) The roads or communicatiofts by which it is possible to enter the
main part of Bulgaria from the ^Egean, from Greece and from Serbia.

Although at the present time, and when the future ownership of large
areas of the Balkan Peninsula is uncertain, it is useless to enter into a long
and detailed account of the railways whose construction has been proposed

at various times, that question is so closely bound up with the various
existing lines of communication that a brief reference to it may not be out
of place. In order to understand it aright, and particularly to grasp what
has been done or what may be done in the western part of the Peninsula,
it is necessary first to give a brief description of the lines already existing
in Bosnia and Hercegovina.
Since the occupation of those provinces in 1878, the Austro-Hungarian

Government has adopted a policy of peaceful penetration?a policy
furthered and supported by the construction of hotels, of public buildings,
of roads and of railways. At the present time a main line (narrow gauge)
railway, approximately 375 miles in length, runs from north to south of
the annexed provinces and connects Bosnish Brod on the southern bank
of the Sava with Zelenika on the northern shore of the Bocche di Cattaro.

On the west this line is fed by branches which connect it with Jajce in

Central Bosnia and with Gravosa on the Dalmatian coast. On the east,
in addition to several short and therefore comparatively unimportant
lines, there are branches which run respectively from Doboj to Siminhan,
from Sarajevo to Vardiste and Uvats on the Serbian frontier, and from
Hum to Trebinje almost on the Montenegrin frontier.
The natural routes by which the two first of these railways could be
connected with those of Serbia would be by the construction of lines from

Siminhan to Valyevo, by way of Loznitsa, and from Vardiste to Ujitse.
The advantage of the adoption of one or both of these plans would be that
as the Bosnian railways are of the same gauge as those which run respec?

tively to Valyevo and Ujitse no alteration or reconstruction would be
required on any of the existing lines. Further to the south it will be
remembered that prior to the Balkan wars the Austrians had for years
been desirous of constructing a line through the Sanjak of Novipazar from
Uvats on their frontier to Mitrovica?the terminus of the railway from
Uskub. Shortly before the re-establishment of the Turkish Constitution

and when the route still lay across Ottoman territory, Abdul Hamid
actually signed an Irade granting permission for the making of the preliminary surveys for its construction. With a length of about 140 miles it
would provide an alternative route to Salonika. But as there could be no
through communication on railways of different gauges, it is clear that the
sole object of this scheme was a strategical one?an object which formed
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part of Austria's attempt to push her way down to the JEgean. The
narrow-gauge lines of Bosnia might be relaid?a work entailing enormous
expense owing to the mountainous nature of the country?or the present
existing line to Banjaluka?a line which is of the normal gauge?might be
prolonged by way of Jajce and Sarajevo to the Bosnian frontier, but as
things stand at present it is difficult to foresee the existence Of a political
situation in which such an undertaking is likely to become one of practical
politics.
For many years there have been two more or less rival schemes for
uniting the Danube with the Adriatic. First a Great Slav railway to run

through Serbia and either Montenegro or Albania; and, second, a line
through Bulgaria and thence through Serbia and Albania to the sea-coast.
In view of the present political and military situations it is impossible to
discuss the considerations which may influence the ultimate construction of

one or both of these lines. Sufficient, therefore, be it to say that the
Serbian scheme is by no means a new one. It would provide connection
with Rumania by a bridge across the Danube somewhere near Negotin,
and it would run, viA Nish and Mitrovica, probably to San Giovanni di
Medua or to Antivari.

The Bulgarian scheme for railway construction has always been to
establish through communication from Rumania to Salonika or to the
Adriatic by way of Sofia. The construction of a bridge across the Danube

has been proposed at Vidin, Sistov, or Ruscuk. The missing links are
therefore the section from Gyuveshevo to Kumanovo, and from Uskub or
Monastir to the Adriatic.

In approaching a discussion of the communications between the lower
part of the Adriatic coast?and the lower part is the only one which seems
to concern the Allies at the present time?it will be convenient to classify
the existing routes into sections devoted respectively to descriptions of the
roads running through Montenegro alone, through Albania and Montenegro,
and through Albania alone.
To advance through Montenegro alone would mean the use of the port

of Antivari and of the Antivari-Virpazar railway?a short stretch of
narrow-gauge line which, with the port of Antivari, was constructed by

an Italian company. (For Railway, see Plate III.) In Montenegro an
excellent road connects the Austrian port of Cattaro with Cettinje, Pod-

goritsa, and Nikshich. As branches of this main route there are roads
from Riyeka to Virpazar and thence to Antivari, and from Podgoritsa to
Plavnitsa, a port on Lake Scutari. For some time the Montenegrins have
planned to build a road from Podgoritsa to Andriyevitsa and to prolong it
by two routes running to the frontier respectively by way of Berane and

Ipek. It has also been suggested that these roads should be extended
across the frontier to Novipazar and to Mitrovica respectively. Political

conditions, and, above all, the jealousy existing between Serbia and
Montenegro, have, however, prevented the realization of this latter idea.
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As things stand at present a road actually exists from Podgoritsa to Andri?

yevitsa, It is finished and fit for motor traffic, but in the month of
December last some of the bridges and part of the roadway had been
washed away by the heavy rains. From Andriyevitsa to Ipek, the road
which passes over the mountains is not completed and a great deal of
engineering work will have to be carried out before it is passable to wheeled
traffic. From Ipek to Rudnik on the frontier there is a good road, but no

work has been done upon the Serbian side. A road also runs to Berane,
but from there to Novipazar there is only a mule track; it goes by way of
Uglo. The most direct and easy route to be followed by a possible future
railway is that by way of Andriyevitsa, Berane, and thence to Novipazar

and up the valley of the river Ibar to the railway town of Kralyevo in
Serbia. Further to the north there is a Serbian road from Ujitse?a rail?
way terminus?by way of Priboy to Plevlje on the Montenegrin frontier.
This route is passable for wheeled traffic and even for strong motors.
Some work has been carried out between Plevlje and Nikshich, but the
road could not be completed in less than about two years.
In order to use routes for passing through Albania and Montenegro
one would land at San Giovanni di Medua, and go from there to Scutari
by road, or else go up the river Bojana to the capital of Northern Albania.
The port of San Giovanni di Medua consists of a few houses located on
the northern side of a small bay. That bay is more or less sheltered, but
no facilities exist for the disembarkation or embarkation of men or war

material. The road to Scutari, which was passable for wheeled traffic
some two years ago, was considerably improved during the sumnler of the
year 1914 when the new bridge over the river Drinitsa and near Scutari

was opened and the road was then fit for at least a limited amount of
motor traffic. To use the Bojana, men and goods would have to be transhipped to small steamers at San Giovanni di Medua or at the mouth of
the river. As already stated, they would have to be again transhipped at
Oboti. From Scutari Lake boats would be used as far as Virpazar, Riyeka,
or Plavnitsa in Montenegro. (For Scutari Harbour, see Plate IV.)
Through Albania alone there are three possible general lines of com?
munication between the coast and the interior. The first follows the above-

mentioned route to Scutari and from there, after running up the Drin
Valley for some miles, crosses the mountains to Prizren?a town allotted

to Serbia by the London Ambassadorial Conference. This route, which
continues to Ferisovich on the Uskub-Mitrovica railway, was used by the
Serbian Government and by the French Aeroplane Mission for their recent
journey to Scutari. Its surface has been somewhat improved, and, therefore.,
though it is still impassable for wheeled traffic, it can be utilized for mule
traffic, I believe, at all times except when there has been a heavy fall of
snow.

The second route runs from Durazzo?the temporary capital of Albania

(see Plate V.). Built upon part of the site of Dyrrachion, this city,
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BULGARIAN PEASANTS.
Plate VIII.
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which now has a population of about five thousand, is located on the
northern shore of a commodious bay in which it is almost always safe for
ships to lie. Landings are effected in rowing or sailing boats which can
generally make the trip from ships to the small jetty even in bad weather.
The city is almost entirely surrounded by rocks and by the sea, except on
the side where the promontory on which it is built is joined to the mainland.
The road from Durazzo into the interior follows the line of the celebrated

Via Egnatia for about 125 miles, reaching the head of the SalonikaMonastir railway at the last-named place. Of these 125 miles not more
than the section from Monastir to Struga, that is about 45 miles?is
passable for wheeled traffic. The remainder of the road consists of nothing
better than an extremely bad and ill-kept path, and unless improved it
could not be utilized by a European force made up of all arms and accompanied by the big guns and by the transport required in modern warfare.
Shortly after leaving Kavaje, the path, for it is already become a mere

path, enters the valley of the river Shkumb, a river which practically

divides Northern from Southern Albania. Thenceforward as far as Elbasan
the traveller hugs the banks of that river and passes through a district
which is one ofthe most interesting in all Albania. After leaving Elbasan
?a city surrounded by olive groves and a city which is the natural capital

of Albania?the road continues its way up the Shkumb Valley, sub?
sequently crossing the hills from which it winds its way down to Lake
Okhrida and thence by way of Struga and Resne to Monastir and the
railway.

As a northern alternative to this route, there is a road which connects

Durazzo with Tirane. This is passable for wheeled traffic, but several of

the bridges are in bad condition. From Tirane to Dibra (where it meets
a route from Struga to Kalkandelen) or to Elbasan it is possible to travel
with pack-animals. As a southern alternative to the Via Egnatia there is
a road from Valona to Berat and to Elbasan, but owing to its greater length
and to the fact that the plains are practically impassable in bad weather

it possesses little claim to be considered as of equal importance to that
which follows the Shkumb Valley. (For Valona, see Plate VI.)
The third and most southerly route through Albania is by far the best

road in that country. Throughout its length it is passable for wheeled
traffic, and it must now have been greatly improved by the Greeks who
are in occupation of the greater part or all of it as a result of their re-entry
into Southern Albania after the outbreak of the war. It is now certainly
fit for motor traffic, and I believe that a Greek postal motor-service has

been inaugurated by it since the Balkan wars. The road, which starts
from Santi Quaranta, a port situated almost immediately opposite to the
northern end of the Island of Corfu, connects that place with Korche and

with Monastir. Santi Quaranta, which was allotted to Albania by the
London Ambassadorial Conference in the year 1913, is now once again in

the hands of the Greeks. The first section of the road is part of that
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originally built by the Turks to connect Ioannina with the coast. The
unfortunate thing is that in addition to the temporary Greek occupation
of the road to which I have just referred a part of the route (roughly 20
miles) runs through territory which officially belongs to Greece. This is
the case, because when Santi Quaranta and Korche were given by Europe
to Albania, the natural and existing means of communication between these

two most important places was interrupted by a frontier delimitation
in the neighbourhood of Doliani, a delimitation in which the practical
conditions of life were completely and unfairly ignored at the expense of
Albania, and in order to put off international dangers which were then
looming in the distance. The total distance from Santi Quaranta by way
of Delvino, Leskovik, and Korche to Monastir is roughly 115 miles, and an
alternative route from Korche approaches the Monastir-Salonika railway
at Florina, a town which belongs to Greece.

Before discussing the communications which are available between
Old Greece, that is the area which formed part of the Hellenic monarchy
before the Balkan wars, and the remainder of the Peninsula, it may be

well to remind my readers that whilst that country possessed a fairly
effective railway system, that system was not and is not yet connected
with the railways of the remainder of Europe. For years two more or
less rival schemes, each destined to accomplish this object, have been
under consideration. The Turkish proposal was for the construction of
a line to join Larisa in Greece with Verria on the Salonika-Monastir line.
This line would have run parallel to but well away from the coast. The
Greeks, on the other hand, favoured the provision of a line extending
almost along the shore of the Gulf of Salonika from Karate Derven, their
terminus, to Gida on the above-mentioned line. As a matter of fact, in

January 1914 a contract was signed between the Hellenic Government
and a French company for the building of a line to follow this the original
Greek route. The length of this new section will be just under 58 miles,

and, as there are no serious engineering difficulties, it must now actually
be open, or if not it will very shortly be available at least for military
traffic.

Turning to the question of roads, there are three principal routes by
which Greece maintains communications in and with her new provinces,
and between them and the remainder of Europe. To begin with there is

a good rdad about 55 miles long from Preveza at the entrance to the
Gulf of Arta, and another through Arta to Ioannina. The former route
was constructed by the Turks at about the same time as that from Santi

Quaranta to which I have already referred. A new road, some 50 miles
long, either has been or is about to be built from Gumenitsa, the natural
port of Ioannina, to that city. Further to the north-east there is a route

which connects Kalabaka, a Greek railway terminus, with Ioannina by

way of Metsovo. Again, from Larisa it is possible to traverse the
mountains by way of Elassona and then to proceed from Koziani to the
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Salonika-Monastir railway by several different roads. The approximate
distance to be covered from railway to railway by any of these routes is
90 miles.

In approaching a discussion of the last question to be dealt with in
this paper, namely the routes leading into the heart of Bulgaria from the
south and south-west, it may be said that there are three principal lines,
none of which is followed by a railway, and all of which are practicable

for wheeled traffic. The first or most easterly of these routes is that
which connects Gumuljina on the Dede Agach line with Haskovo in Old
Bulgaria. The greater part of the road, which now lies wholly in Bulgaria,
was constructed by the Turks for military purposes during the closing
years of the reign of Abdul Hamid. After the Balkan wars it was greatly
improved by the Bulgarians, who foresaw its enormous importance as a
means of communication with the coast should they not have secured posses-

sion of the whole of the railway between Adrianople and Dede Agach.
Always well engineered and laid out, this road is certainly now practicable
for motor traffic, for before the entry of Bulgaria into the war it was easy
to make the whole journey in a day, and by the use of motor cars for hire

in Haskovo or even in a motor diligence which I believed maintained a
daily service.

w After running across the narrow plain which separates the Rhodopes

from the sea, the road soon begins to wind its way into the heart
of the mountains. For hours one marches on, sometimes in a deep
wooded valley, sometimes on a road literally cut out of the hillside.
Now and then, when a gorge widens out, one passes a few houses built
of logs, the occupants of which cultivate the small surrounding fields
which are often arranged in terraces. The lower portions of the moun?

tains are covered with short oak bushes, sweet chestnuts and beeches,
whilst the higher slopes are decked with scattered pines. The peaks, and

especially Kartal Dagh, are bare and rocky. Later on, and at the

entrance to the Seugudlu Valley, a road branches off to the east and thus

provides a means of communication with Demotika and Adrianople.
Following the banks of the Seugudlu River, which runs in a northerly
direction across the Mastanli Plain, the main road subsequently enters
the Arda Valley at a point situated a few miles to the east of Kirjali.
From that town, which used to lie almost upon the old Turco-Bulgarian
frontier, the road ascends the northern branch of the Eastern Rhodopes,
and after a journey of roughly 65 miles the traveller finds himself in the
town of Haskovo, and 8 miles further to the north he reaches the main
trunk line from Sofia to Adrianople.

After the second Balkan war, and when it became necessary for the
Bulgarians to turn their attention to the provision of some satisfactory
port upon the ^Egean, and to connect that port with the interior by a line
not passing through Turkish territory, the preliminary surveys for a railway

to follow more or less the above route were undertaken. It was proposed
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that it should leave the main line near Haskovo, and, entering the Arda

Valley near Kirjali, that it should then follow the Seugudlu Valley to
which I have already referred. After passing through Mastanli one idea

was that such a line should more or less follow the road route to Gumul-

jina, whilst another was that it should take a more westerly route, thus
approaching the coast in the immediate neighbourhood of Porto Lagos,
the only place on the Bulgarian coast at which it is possible to construct
a port. Owing to the engineering difficulties and to the necessity for two
important tunnels, the one on the north of the Arda, and the other on the
south, the construction of this line would have taken three or four years,
and nothing further was done to realize the project before the entry of
Bulgaria into the present war.

If we ignore the road which leads into but not right across the
Rhodopes from Drama, and which runs up the Mesta Valley, the next
route by which it is possible to advance right into the interior is that
which takes the valley of the Struma, and therefore hugs the banks of the
river of that name. This line constitutes the natural outlet for Bulgaria

towards the iEgean, and particularly by way of the port of Kavalla. It is

for this reason that the Government of Sofia was particularly anxious
to obtain possession of that port, and to secure a frontier which gave to
Bulgaria the whole Struma Valley.
A good and thoroughly passable Struma Valley road, about no miles
in length, connects Demirhisar on the Salonika-Dede Agach railway with
Radomir, a town on the Bulgarian line from Sofia to Kyustendil. About
15 miles of this road are in Greek, whilst the remainder are in Bulgarian
territory. Branching at Dupnitsa another road _runs to Sofia by way of
Samakov. During the period which intervened between the two Balkan
wrars this route was followed by postal motor diligences, and in peace
time it is the one chosen by those possessed of motor cars who desire to
travel rapidly from Salonika to Sofia without the inconvenience of a long
railway journey by way of Nish.

For some years prior to the Balkan wars the construction of a railway
by way of the Struma Valley was under discussion. That the scheme was
never executed was due to military and political rather than to economic
considerations. For obvious reasons the Turks were anxious for its con?
struction as an alternative to the proposed Bulgarian line from Gyuveshevo

to Kumanovo, and this because it would have been easy of attack from
the west and from the east, and because it would not have given to
Bulgaria those political advantages possessed by a line leading direct from

Sofia into Bulgarian Macedonia. The idea was also favoured by the
French Salonika-Dede Agach Railway Company because the line in

question would have constituted an important feeder to their system. But
the Bulgarians were willing to build their section only on the condition
that the Turks agreed to construct the Gyuveshevo-Kumanovo line. The
future realization of this idea, as of many others connected with the Balkan
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Peninsula, will now entirely depend upon the territorial changes brought
about by the war.
As the means of communication between the valleys of the Vardar and
of the Struma are bad, the only other route into Bulgaria which is worthy
of consideration here is that which connects Kumanovo on the Uskub-

Nish railway with Gyuveshevo, the Bulgarian frontier terminus. The
road, about 46 miles in length, is certainly passable for wheeled traffic,

and it is probable that ere now it has been rendered practicable for
motors. After leaving Kumanovo it runs across an uninteresting tract of
country where many of the mountains or hills greatly resemble enormous

detached sugar-loaf kopjes. Much of the arable land produces tobacco,

whilst the remainder is devoted to the cultivation of maize. The area is

sparsely populated, principally by Bulgarians, and the name of an occasional
village even betrays that its inhabitants are Pomaks (Moslem Bulgarians)
who are numerous in certain districts of the Rhodope Balkans.

After passing Egri Palanka?a small town on the side of a hill?the
road enters the gorge-like valley of the Kriva (see Plate VII.). This
valley is too narrow to admit of any cultivation except at rare intervals.
Only now and then, where the hills recede a few yards, a house or a small
group of houses is nestled near the river's bank. Subsequently the road
ascends the wood-covered Deve Bair Ridge?a sort of prolongation of the

Rhodope Balkans?by steep zigzags and passes the Serbo-Bulgarian
frontier?a frontier marked by a line of small turreted, white-washed
blockhouses. After leaving the, customs house one wends his way down
into the Kyustendil Valley, at the extreme south-western end of which
is situated the Bulgarian terminus station of Gyuveshevo, to which I have

already referred earlier in this paper. For some years it has always
been considered that this route might be the one to be followed by the

first line to establish through connection between the Danube and the
Adriatic. No serious engineering difficulties exist, and the only portion
of the line that would be costly to construct is the tunnel piercing the
Deve Bair Mountain.

In the foregoing pages I have endeavoured to give some idea of

the existing communications in the Balkans. In so doing I have
expressly avoided any direct discussion as to the various parts to be
played by these communications in the present war, and I have purposely
considered the position of the frontiers and the ownership of the railways

to be as they were before the war. To have done otherwise would have

meant that I must still further have burdened the paper with countless
details, and that I must either have gone into particulars which it were
better should not be published, or else that I should have been compelled
to treat the whole question so superficially that my remarks would have
been worthy of no attention here. Consequently, if I have only touched
upon military questions, which are now of vital interest to us all, I trust
that in the discussion which may follow others may be willing to express
u
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their opinions upon different aspects of a situation which is changing
almost completely from day to day.

The PRESIDENT: I will now call upon Mr. Charles Woods to read us his
p'aper on the Balkan Peninsukj No one is better qualified to deal with a
subject which is intensely interesting to all of us at this moment. He has been
there for many years in succession?indeed, from what he has told me to-night,
I think he has spent there most of the present century ; at any rate, there are

few years since 1900 when he has not been there. He has written about it in
many places, and he will now give us a short summary of his observations and
conclusions.

{Mr. Woods then read the paper printed above and a discussion foilowed.)
Lord Bryce : Mr. Woods in his very interesting paper has touched upon so
very large a number of lines of communication and given you so many photographs of interesting spots, and thrown out so many questions for discussion
that it is very difncult to know where to begin, and if I were to pursue the
subject it would be still more difficult to know where to come to a close. I can
only, therefore, give a very few scattered observations on the particular places

he has mentioned, and perhaps you would be interested to hear something
about those places which are the most beautiful in point of scenery. I cannot
pretend to anything like Mr. Woods's knowledge. He has been up and down
several parts of the country which I have never visited ; but I can single out a
few points which I do know, and which are of special picturesque beauty. One
of those is the Gulf of Cattaro, which is a very deep inlet with a narrow opening.

It is not only one of the finest, but one of the most beautiful harbours in the
Mediterranean. I do not know that I have ever seen anything finer all round
the wonderful Mediterranean coasts. The narrow mouth is guarded by strong
forts, and it is one of the greatest disappointments of this war that somehow it
has been found impossible to drive the Austrians out of that harbour, which is
the place to which their submarines retire from preying upon commerce and

war vessels. Above it lies the road which leads up to Cettinje. We have been
given a photograph of Cettinje which represented it admirably. There is a

little level basin of fairly good soil which has been carried down by the streams
from the tops and slopes of the mountains all around, slopes of perfectly bare
limestone, with a little potato patch here and there among the rocks. Beyond
it you will remember noticing in the photograph the summit of Mount Lovchen,
which is a very interesting point, because at the top of it is the tomb of the last
of the great Vludikas of Montenegro, the Prince Bishops who held and ruled
that little country during the many years when they resisted the threatening
power of the Turks with a valour which has hardly had its parallel. From the

top you have a magnificent view over the Lake of Skodra and the splendid

mass of mountains which lies to the north-east of that lake, and which makes
communication with these inland regions very difncult.
Thirty years ago I made a trip on the lake on the little steam-yacht which

belonged to the present King, then a Prince of Montenegro. When I got to
Skodra I inquired what the chances would be of traversing Albania to cross the
mountains from Skodra on the west to Prizrend on the north-east, and I was
told it was more than an even chance that one would stay there with one's
throat cut, and the only chance of getting through safely would be if you had a
wife or a sister, because the Albanians are an exceedingly chivalrous people, and
not only will not do any harm to a woman, but they will often spare her male
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